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This publication whether in
print or online is not for sale.
It is published to provide a
platform for teens to showcase
their work and voice in order
to empower teens and give
teens the confidence to
become contributory members
of society in the creation of
their lives NOW.

DISCLAIMER
The information in Hashtag Oz is made available for information purposes only and is not intended to be a
substitute for professional, medical, legal advice or treatment.
Furthermore, the accuracy, currency and completeness of this information is not warranted or guaranteed.
The Hashtag Oz magazine does not accept any liability for an injury, loss or damage incurred by use of our
reliance of the information therein.
All student submissions, editorials and achievements are protected by copyright and used for Hashtag Oz
magazine ONLY.

What an amazing month Hashtag Oz has had!
ABSOLUTELY awesome!
We are promoting the talents of Sarah Goodwin, James Langton, Gissian
Castelnoble and Jasper Kaye-Hicks.
We welcome to the Hashtag Oz team Cheryl Little, Annabella Burdon and
Michael Chanter.
We have had the privilege of seeing Keys To Success become a very popular
feature amongst our readers.
Talent is obviously a necessity to succeed in the field you want to, but on its
own its not going to get you far. There are various specific character traits
that successful people always practise, display, own and fine tune.
It’s important to understand and try on these behaviours and finally colour
them with your own personality.
Our character and personality are not static. It continues to grow and should
continue to grow.
Embrace your journey and growing awareness of self and the path you are
forging and creating.
Other people can support you, but only you can create your life.
Start today.
And hey, drop us a line. Tell us what you think of Hashtag Oz and especially
tell us how we can serve you even better.
Have a great April.
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The Bud
You left
and suddenly the numb points of
me began to feel,
as if they were the morning frost
glittering underneath a ray of
sunlight.
Your absence began to water the
small buds planted within me,
and when they bloomed,
I saw the petals dress
themselves in colours I had
never felt before.
That’s when you looked back and
told me I had changed.
But darlin’.
The buds were always there,
fearful of growing into a thought
too strange for you.

Cover photo and poem:

Annabella Burdon

Follow Annabella on:
www.instagram.com/annabelleburdon
www.annabelleburdonphotography.com
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Jason Singh, Reece Mastin,
Dale Ryder and Mark Gable are
The Voices Supergroup.
Spanning four generations, with 29
top 40 hits between them, multiplatinum albums and Australian
Recording Industry Association
(ARIA) Awards, The Voices
Supergroup is the only Australian
supergroup of its kind.

Jason
Singh
Co-founder of Taxiride.
Taxiride’s No.1 debut album,
Imaginate, released in 1999, was
certified Double Platinum.

As The Voices Supergroup, these
seasoned artists come together on
the one stage, backed by Australia’s
best musicians, showcasing their
biggest homegrown hits – A true
celebration of Australian music.

Taxiride won the 1999 ARIA Award for

Let’s recap the talents of these
amazing and brilliant men.

releasing critically acclaimed album,

‘Breakthrough Artist – Single’.
Achieved No. 1 Australian Airplay song
in 2002 with ‘Creepin’ up Slowly’.
Debut as a solo singer in 2013,
Humannequin.

It’s a fact.
Studying successful people
can make you successful.
In this series of Hashtag Oz
articles, we will be studying
those who have been and
are successful and focus on
some key behaviours that
you should try on, and then
flavour them with your style.
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Reece
Mastin

Mark
Gable

Dale
Ryder

Founding member and lead Vocalist
of the Choirboys, an iconic and
quintessential Australian band.

The voice of Boom Crash Opera
- one of Australia’s Biggest Bands
spanning the 1980s and 90s, with
a string of hit singles between
1986 and 1994.

Winner of X Factor 2011
His debut single reached No. 1 in
Australia and New Zealand.
Achieved 2 x Platinum No. 1

Boom Crash Opera’s debut single,
‘Great Wall’, released in 1987, was
a top 10 and was followed by a
cavalcade of hit songs.

‘Run to Paradise’; ‘Boys will be
Boys’ and ‘Never Gonna Die’ are
rock classics that helped define an
Australian genre.

Albums, three consecutive chart
topping Singles, ARIA Chart No. 1,
No.2 and No.1 Singles respectively.
Having already amassed a

‘Onionskin’, ‘The Best Thing’,
‘Hands Up In The Air’ and ‘Dancing
In The Storm’ became radio
anthems still heard today.

‘Run to Paradise’ was one of the
highest selling singles of the 80s
and earned Double Platinum
Records status for ‘Big Bad Noise’.
Still today ‘Run to Paradise
dominates the airwaves.

stockpile of achievements, Reece
recently turned 23 years of age
around the same time as he was
in the studio recording his new EP

Became ambassador of BeyondBlue
in 2008.

The advertising industry has
extensively used Boom Crash
Opera songs.

‘Suitcase of Stories’ which will be
released on 6 April 2018.
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Check Hashtag Oz upcoming
Keys To Success issues :

May - Reece Mastin
June - Dale Ryder

You can NOW pre-order Reece Mastins new solo
EP, Suitcase of Stories, and you will get the first
track ‘Not the man for you’ as an early release.
https://itunes.apple.com/au/album/suitcase-ofstories-ep/1349221172
Check out Reece Mastin’s FACEBOOK for his
upcoming tour which starts on April 14.

July - Mark Gable

9

www.rockfest.net.au

Presenting

Jasper Kaye-Hicks

singing his original song
Weighing On My Mind
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W

hen I stand on my balcony, every night

had been doing for millennia. The night the moon

at six, sipping my whiskey, I think back

saw the world.

on that life-changing night. The night

Sarah turned her head slowly, allowing her beautiful

the moon saw the world.

blonde hair to swing in the air. She looked me in the
eye, and silently allowed a single tear to seep from

It was on that night, my heart broke. A million

her eye. My lover looked up at the moon, wishing

children begged their mothers to allow them to stay

the sun never slept. The night the moon saw the

up longer. The dogs broke loose on an apologetic

world.

environment. The night the moon saw the world.
The moon sat in its eternal position; guarding the
I was on the beach. I remember looking up at the

people it loved so much. It turned, and looked down

horizon, wishing the day another goodbye. I saw

with its eyes of interest. It saw thousands of men

the sun slowly collapsing under the ocean, as it

cry, hundreds of women run away, and me wishing I

decided that it was the moon’s turn to watch over

were dead. The night the moon saw the world.

the millions of people on our planet. The night the
moon saw the world.

Sarah silently removed her ring. That glorious ring,
with the four diamonds I searched for in an attempt

I sat on the sand, telling Sarah about the great future

to show my one lover I truly loved her. She raised

ahead of us. I looked up silently at the moon, as it

her hands to her wonderful blue eyes, and made the

slowly rose up over the night sky. It silently pushed

sniffling noise I never wanted to hear. The night the

away the clouds, preparing for the night watch it

moon saw the world.
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I grabbed her wrists, and looked at the moon. I saw

I drove to my home, my wonderful home. But going

it look back, silently watching me with pain. I looked

there just caused me more pain. I looked on my

back at the woman I had loved so much, with eyes

bookshelf, and saw my favourite picture –Sarah with

full of pain. I held her with my arms full of ache. The

me smiling at the park. The night the moon saw the

night the moon saw the world.

world cry.

I looked her in the eyes, and cried. Her eyes burst

I picked up my telephone, and called Sarah’s phone

with water, and she turned around, allowing her

number. I left a message requesting why she broke

forbidden hair to swing in the silent night. Her

my heart. I looked outside, at the moon as it cried to

flower dress swung in the air, following its wearer in

itself. The night the moon saw the world cry.

its draping form. The night the moon saw the world.
I heard a knock on my front door. I gave a scream, and
I fell to my knees, with legs full of hurt. My heart

asked who was at the door. The response was from

crunched on the news my ears had died on. My lungs

a girl I had known for years. Chloe looked at me with

froze, as my blood had gone dry. My brain collapsed,

deep eyes of understanding. The night the moon

not knowing how to deal with the emotional stroke

saw the world cry with a heart of understanding.

it just received. My arms hit the sand, banging in
sync with my dying heart. The night the moon saw

Chloe threw her arms around me with comfort. I ask

the world.

her if she would like a drink. She refuses, and looks
up at the moon with a belief of hope. The night the

Sarah ran off to her car, trying to avoid the questions

moon saw the world with hope.

that would follow. Her blue eyes watched the door
slam, her ears hearing the scream of the engine. She

Chloe asks me what happened. After I finish, she is

reversed, and drove away. The night the moon saw

looking completely horrified. She simply asks if she

the world.

could help me. I accept her help, and look at the
moon with hope. The moon gleams back, with its

I looked up at the moon, asking why I was destroyed

various helpers twinkling in the night sky. The night

in my heart. The moon, in its silent wisdom, looked

the moon saw the world with hope.

down at the sun. I cried heavily in my eyes and heart.
The night the moon saw the world cry.

Well, that was two years ago. Chloe walks out to me,
and asks if she helped. I look into her ring, and smile.

I crawled to my car. Driving was not what I wanted to

We both know the answer to that. We look up at the

do, but I knew my heart would eventually even out.

night sky. We know that this is the night the moon

I turned on the ignition, slamming my head on the

looked upon the world with a smile.

dashboard. I looked up at the moon, as it cried in my
pain with me. The night the moon saw the world cry.
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So you’ve
finally got that
job interview.
Let’s be honest, we kind of freak out.
It’s all good and well to play it cool, give
yourself the little pep talks and all that other
business, but you know what the key to a
good start is?

Confidence.

As vain as it may sound, being 100% confident
in yourself, really starts with how you feel in
your own skin.
Being able to put your best foot forward and
feeling like you look the part changes everything!
Now, all I can help you with is everything beauty.
I live and breathe it.
Sometimes when we are feeling vulnerable, we can
feel like more makeup will cover us up more, you
know?
As much as this may feel like the right thing at the
time, honey you are gorgeous without it all!!
We’ve seen the days of contour and don’t get me
wrong, I LOVE it, but there is nothing better than
boasting your natural beauty!
It doesn’t start at your makeup though.
Let’s take it back a step and have a think about what
we are putting our makeup on to. Our skin is the
biggest organ in our body and taking good care of
it is the best thing you can do!

Say it with me now…
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CLEANSE TONE MOISTURISE.
It will change your life. Wash your face morning and
night, use a toner to restore the balance of your skin
and moisturise to have it soft and supple.
Ladies this is KEY!
Sure, adding in an exfoliant, a serum and an eye
cream all benefit the situation greatly, but get into
the fundamentals first!
Have a google, go into Priceline and quiz them or
ask your beautician when you’re getting your brows
done!
The resources are endless and this will change your
makeup more than you realise.
Trust me on this one!
Now you’ve got your skin on track and this is
seriously the biggest advantage!
A medium coverage BB cream or a lightweight
foundation is all you need!
Youth is the best skin you’ll ever have, don’t waste it
clogging it up with heavy foundations!
I like to then follow this up with a powder to seal
everything in.
Less is more, if you have areas that get a bit oilier, for
example the T zone, put a little bit more on in that
area, but overall just a light dusting is best.
Adding a bit of blush to the apple of your cheek for
some colour will change the whole complexion and
add more of that youthful glow.
A little dust of highlight on key points such as above
the cheekbones and the brow bone, add mascara,
and you are ready to walk in like the youthful
goddess you are and smash it out of the park!
Confidence is your best friend and how can you not
be confident looking that stunning!

Ruby

Go get it babe! XXX

Written by Ruby-Anne.
Ruby-Anne has a Diploma of
Beauty Therapy from Elly Lukas,
Certificate III in Beauty Services,
Certificate II in Retail Makeup
and skin care, a Teachers award
for outstanding dedication to
studies.
Follow Ruby-Ann on Instagram
for more Beauty tips @
rubyannegilmour
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Thunder and storm brighten your eyes
Secrets leave your lips
And regrets wet your face:
Which you tell me about
With deep sadness and pain

Gissia Castelnoble
Instagram @psychpoems
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Is there any particular passage in a song that
speaks to you deeply? Why?

Is there any specific genre that you particularly
like? Why?

My favourite artist of all time would definitely be
the Australian Singer/Songwriter, Delta Goodrem.

I’ve always been a Pop girl. As cliché as it sounds,
pop is the music that makes me happy.

The melodies that she creates are beautiful
and her lyrics are so honest - I love that and
everything about her!

I believe that when you play a good pop
track, you live in the moment. Nothing is more
exhilarating than shaking of bad vibes to songs
that make your soul joyful. It’s a real connection
thing for me.

I admire Taylor Swift and how she uses music as
platform to speak!
Phil Collins because his voice is so haunting and
he always tells stories through his music.
Owl City is also one of my favourites because
they are so unique with their style! They never
seem to replicate anyone and I always love what
they produce.

Do you think any of the above influence your
music and lyrics? If yes, how? If no, where do
you get your influences from?
Delta Goodrem has definitely been my biggest
influence with music. I love her honest lyrics and
that’s the foundation of my music.
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I want listeners to tap into what I might have
been feeling to write a song. Music is more than a
beautiful sound, it’s delving deeper into the story
behind that sound.
Which famous person would you love to
meet? Why?
I know he’s not a musician but hands down Colin
Firth!
Although, he was in the Mamma Mia Movie and
he sang exceptionally in that! He is so handsome
and is such a talented actor. I love him!
Is there any particular song that moves you
emotionally every time you listen to it? Why?
It’s hard to pinpoint just one! I might change
gears a bit and say anything from a Disney movie.
I believe that Disney played a huge part in
allowing me to fall in love with music. Musical
items in Disney are so innocent and pure and
they always give me Goosebumps. Particularly
anything from the
Lion King. Que
opening track!
Is there any
particular passage
in a song that
speaks to you
deeply? Why?

properly in the online world. Once you know
what your doing and how to do it, the internet is
great.
How would you describe your perfect day?
A day spent with my family at the beach is my
perfect day. Swimming, food, sandcastles are the
best!
If you had the chance now to be instantly
transported to your favourite place, where
would it be and why?
I have never been but New York is somewhere
that I dream of going. It has a magical
atmosphere and looks so beautiful. I would love
to sink my teeth into their music scene. I have
promised myself that I will get there someday!
What would you say your family and/or
friends appreciate about you the most?
They always say that I have the kindest heart. It’s
hard for me to say no and I’m always making sure
others are okay.

“If the world could learn
to put love first and choose
forgiveness, we would see
so much change in the
structure of our society.”

From the song
‘Where is the Love’
by the Black Eyes
Peas – “Can you practise what you preach, can
you turn the other cheek”?
So much of humanity is focused on this idea of
revenge.
If the world could learn to put love first and
choose forgiveness, we would see so much
change in the structure of our society.
How do you feel about the internet in the
music business?

I have a mostly love relationship. I love it because
it provides so many opportunities to get your
songs heard. The platforms are endless online
and it makes your music easily accessible to fans!
The only thing I hate is that as a new artist, it can
be tricky knowing how to engage and navigate

They love how chill I am
as well. I rarely get angry
and try hard to keep
positive no matter what’s
going on around me.
Is there a specific skill
you would love to learn
in the future? Why?

Learning the drums
would be pretty cool! Female drummers are the
best!
Where do you see yourself in ten years? Why?
Ideally it would be going to the Aria’s with my
music in the charts. Making a living of my music is
the dream. At the end of the day, I want my music
to be connecting and influencing people in the
years to come.
If I can still do that, I would be happy.

Follow Sarah Goodwin on
Instagram @sarahgoodwinmusic
Facebook : sarahgoodwinmusic
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We will be analyzing the
phenomenal rise of Ed
Sheeran from his behavioural
choices from youth until the
present day.
This is ONLY a summary of Ed
Sheeran’s timeline and achievements,
as Ed Sheeran professionally and
charitably is a very busy man.
Birth name: Edward Christopher
Sheeran
Date of Birth: 17 February 1991
Place of Birth: Halifax, West
Yorkshire, UK
Parents: John Sheeran, a curator,
lecturer and art collector, and
Imogen Sheeran, culture publicist
turned jewellery designer
Sibling: Matthew Sheeran, classical
music composer

TIMELINE
Age 4 - 10
Ed sang in local church choir from
the age of 4 with his mother, Imogen.
His first guitar was given to him by
his Uncle resulting in Ed, initially
teaching himself to play the guitar
before taking up guitar lessons.
Age 11 (2002)
Ed was inspired by Damian Rice
(Irish singer-songwriter, musician
and record producer who began
his career in an Irish rock band,
Juniper) who he met at the age of 11
at an intimate gig that Damian was
performing at, and who convinced
young Ed to pursue a career in
music.
John, Ed’s father encouraged his

It’s a fact.
Studying successful people
can make you successful.
In this series of Hashtag Oz
articles, we will be studying
those who have been and
are successful and focus on
some key behaviours that
you should try on, and then
flavour them with your style.
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interest in music and would take
young Ed to as many gigs as he
could; “My first gig was when I was
11. I played ‘Layla’ in the school
concert, accompanied by a friend
on piano. I often think that if I hadn’t
done that, I wouldn’t be where I am
today. I had a real fear of performing
to begin with, though. It was never a
thing, a barrier “(Book, Ed Sheeran;
A Visual Journey by Ed Sheeran and
Phillip Butah)

financially afloat by selling his CD’s to
pay for train trips and food.

sure that everyone got to see him
perform.

Age 19 (2009)

Atlantic Records released Ed’s
debut studio album and part of the
LP which had been recorded in a
friend’s garden shed. This reached
number 1 on the UK charts.

Ed Sheeran played a massive 312
gigs in 2009.
Age 20 (2010)

Age 13 (2004)

Ed started building a fan base on
YouTube and SB.TV (a UK music site)
rousing the attention of Elton John
who helped Ed to get his career off
the ground.

Ed Sheeran began recording music
and independently released his first
collection of work, Spinning Man.

Despite having no contacts, Ed
travelled to Los Angeles, playing at
various open Mic nights.

He recorded his first EP, ‘The Orange
Room’ also . It had four tracks
on it – Misery, Moody Ballad
of Ed, Love You and Addicted.

Eventually playing an Open Mic night

Then went on to recod
a further five EP’s before
signing with Asylum/Atlantic
Records in 2011.
Age 17 (2007)

At age 13
Ed Sheeran began recording
music and independently
released his first collection of
work, Spinning Man.

Ed started studying at the
National Youth Theatre and
was chosen to audition for Britannia
High (a TV show, cross between Glee
and Fame).
Ed’s vocal talent was immediately
recognized by the judges who
thought his voice had the classic rock
sound but his dancing abilities were
of concern and Ed was not caste in
Britannia High.
During that year, Ed worked as a
guitar tech for UK band, Nizlopi, an
English folk and alternative duo, for
two tours who later asked Ed to open
for them for their 2008 tour.
Age 18 (2008)
Ed left home to pursue his ambition
as a musician and singer and
travelled throughout England,
playing at clubs, pubs and busking
on the street.
During that period, he sofa-surfed
with a large circle of friends technically homeless – and kept

gig at Foxxhole resulting in Jamie
Fox, an actor and comedian, inviting
Ed to crash at his home for six weeks
which led to an appearance on Foxx’s
satellite radio station.

Age 22 (2012)
The official video for ‘The A Team”,
Ed’s single was released. It cost £20
(approximately $37 AUD).
‘Lego House’, Ed’s video was
released starring Rupert Grint, Harry
Potter actor. Rupert plays a crazed
fan who thinks he is Ed Sheeran. It is
neither no coincidence that both Ed
and Rupert share ginger coloured
hair.
At the London 2012 Olympics
closing ceremony, Ed performed
Pink Floyd’s cover, ‘Wish you
were here’ with band members
Nick Mason, Richard Jones and
Mike Rutherford.
Age 23 (2013)
Taylor Swift, contacted Ed, after
hearing his music whilst touring
Australia in 2012 to support her
blockbuster album, RED, announced
her North American stadium and
arena tour and invited Ed to an 88tour with her.

Jamie Fox is quoted in Business
Insider Australia (issue June 27m
2017) as saying;

Ed at the same time had been
thinking to record another album.

“So all of a sudden I say, “It was
just like a movie. I said, ‘Well, let’s
see what the kid has.’ And he went
out there on that ukulele — got a
standing ovation in 12 minutes. And
the rest was history.”

Elton told him that touring with Taylor
Swift was a massive opportunity and
Ed took the advice of Elton.

Age 21 (2011)
Ed announced that he would play
at The Barfly in Camden, London
for free. Over 1000 fans turned out
resulting in Ed playing a further four
separate sets, including one on the
street outside The Barfly after it had
closed because Ed wanted to make

Ed asked the advice of Elton what he
should do.

While touring, Ed began to work and
record on his second studio album,
x (pronounced multiply). ‘Sing’
preceded the album and reached
number one in the UK.
Upon finishing touring with Taylor
Swift, Ed played three gigs at
Madison Square Gardens, as an
acoustic solo in front of 90,000.
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Elton John later was quoted as
saying “And just the fact that he’s got
the balls to go and do that in front
of 90,000 people – that takes a lot
of balls. I’ve been performing for a
long time. I’ve done solo concerts
at Madison Square Garden and
outside as well, but I haven’t played
to 90,000 people. That takes a lot of
confidence. And he has no shortage
of confidence”.
Age 24 (2014)

that time, Ed chose to use a Fender
Stratocaster, which Teddy M, a British
contemporary artist (another one to
watch closely), loaned him. Later,
the guitar would be professionally
grafitti’d by John Matos, a graffiti
artist. The guitar, originally named
Green T, changed to Crash x Teddy
M. It played in 18 countries, featured
in GQ magazine and later that same
year, Bonhams, an auction house,
sold it for £12,500.
In 2015 the x Tour sold 1,823,410
tickets and grossed US$117.3 million
becoming the seventh highest
grossing tour of 2015.

Ed performed at Teenager Cancer
Trust at the Royal Albert Hall
unveiling ‘Take it back’. He also
performed three festivals in 2014 Glastonbury Festival, T in the Park
and Southside Festival.
X was released in Australia and New
Zealand on June 20 and worldwide
June 23 through Asylum and Atlantic
Records. It was an international
commercial success reaching
number 1 in fifteen countries and
topping the UK Albums Chart
US Billboard 200, reached top
5 in seven other countries and
was the best-selling album of
2014 in Australia, New Zealand,
Ireland and UK.

Altogether the X tour, amassed a
total of US$150.7 million.
Age 26 (2016)
Ed takes a hiatus from the public eye
and social media for much of the year.

Ed was bullied at school:
“So I have come out the
other end and blossomed”.

Five singles were released
from the album – Sing, Photograph,
Thinking Out Loud, Don’t and
Bloodstream (a collaboration with
Rudimental).
This prompted an x Tour, which
began in Osaka, Japan on August 6
and continued through to Europe,
the Americas, Oceania New Zealand
and Asia until December 12 2015. A
whopping 179 shows altogether.

November 30 Ed appears at the
East Anglian Children’s Hospice gala
telling the crowd “This is the first time
I’ve done a show in a year, so please
bear with me…it’s nice to be back”
and went onto debut his version of
‘Love Yourself’ which he co-wrote
with Justin Bieber.
Age 27 (2017)

Pollstar, a trade publication for the
concert industry, calculated that the
x tour was the 43rd highest-grossing
tour of 2014. It sold 667, 066 tickets,
grossing US$33.4 million

Ed started the year, by announcing
he had co-written songs with James
Blunt on James latest album ‘Make
Me Better’ which had been inspired
by James wife and son.

Age 25 (2015)

Ed was named, by the International
Federation of the Phonographic
Industry - the global music-industry
trade organization - the world’s
best-selling recording artist of 2017.
This success was driven by Ed’s third
studio album ‘Divide’ and its singles,
‘Shape of you”, ‘Perfect’ and ‘Castle
on the hill’.

Ed set up own record label –
Gingerbread Man Records – a deal
with Warner Music Group.
Ed continued his x tour, touring
Australia and New Zealand. During

Age 28 (2018)
Toured Australia and New Zealand.
Ed will be appearing in season seven
of Game of Thrones. He will be
singing to Maisie Williams, aka, Arya
Stark.

Keys to success
Elton on Ed “But the thing I love
about Ed is he’s always asking for
advice “. Ask advice from those
before you, who have made it
in the music Industry. Pick their
brains, absorb their experience and
knowledge and learn from them.
Pay your dues – starting with trying
out for school concerts, various
auditions. Be pro-active by starting
your own YouTube channel, write
song and gain as much experience
in front of an audience as you can.
Ed Sheeran on the inspiration for
his emotive tracks: “I write songs
based on life experience. I write
for myself and my music is raw and
straight from the heart. Whenever
I’ve written a sad song it’s come
from a painful experience that
comes from a real place and usually
I’ll start writing within a few hours
of that moment. All my music is
deeply personal and I think it’s good
when you can just be yourself and
not worry about what other people
think”.
Write music and lyrics from your
life experience. Rely on your own
insights to explore deep meanings
and thus connect with your audience.
Make it authentic and a genuine
expression of yourself.
Ed was bullied at school: “So I
have come out the other end and
blossomed”. Don’t let bullying
define you. You define the bullying.
“Being ginger can seem like a bad
thing when you are young but as
a musician it has been my saving
grace – because if you are a ginger
kid on TV and there is only one
messy-haired ginger kid who plays
guitar, it is very easy to find them on
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YouTube”.
Ed was born without an eardrum in
one of his ears. The ear drum was
replaced when he was 11 but it burst
when he was 18, and again at 24 has
burst a couple of times. The result is
that he only has about 25 % hearing
in that ear.
Ed Sheeran also used to be a
stutterer until his dad, John bought
him Eminem, The Marshall Mathers
LP, when he was nine years old and
Ed learned every song from back to
front. Rapping to Eminem helped Ed
to overcome his stuttering.
Realize every successful person
has had to overcome and continue
to overcome their own challenges
whether physical, financial or
emotional.
Ed toured with Taylor Swift, and
supported Snow Patrol. He wrote
songs for Justin Bieber, Rudimental,
Justin Bieber and many more artists.
Collaborate, collaborate, collaborate.
Be generous with supporting others.
Life is full of abundant opportunities
to get your name out there.
Ed supports many charities and
charitable organizations – Charity
Water, One Campaign, Elton John
Aids Foundation, Musician on Call,
East Anglia’s Children Hospices and
GRAMMY foundation.
Practice giving back to the
community. Life is not just
about you. Offer your services to
various charities, disadvantaged
communities, etc. Make your success
spread over onto others. Do not
make your journey all about you.
Ed gives most of his money away; “I
have more value on my friends and
family being OK. A lot of my money
goes to charity or to children’s
hospitals near where I live. I have
enough to be comfortable and the
rest goes to help people.”
Acquire a deep gratitude for those
who support you now, tomorrow
and in the future. Always get your
grounding from family and friends.

Do not make your success all about
the money. Money provides a
lifestyle and the comforts of life, but
it is not the key to happiness.
Taylor Swift tour, RED, was Ed’s
biggest tour up to that date. It
earned him valuable experience for
his own future tours.
Between 2014 to 2015 Ed worked
on over 120 songs and kept
himself very busy in a number of
areas - tours, festivals, charities,
interviews, connecting/networking/
collaborating with other artists. The
bigger your dreams, the greater
your commitment to hard work and
a good work ethic.
After speaking with a cab driver, who
asked Ed to keep his lyrics clean, for
his daughter’s sake, Ed dropped all
the explicit lyrics from his x album.
Listen and respect feedback. When
everybody is zigging, sometimes it
pays to start zagging.

DID YOU KNOW
His favourite board
game is Monopoly and
he loves playing Lego.
Ed grew up without a
TV and when the family
did get a TV, Ed was
limited in how much he
was allowed to watch
TV. Electronic games
were banned.
He spent his time
reading art books and
playing acoustic guitar.
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The Power of the

Communication 101

Aramys Russo

M

ost of us, start out life, communicating from
a position of reactions. Our reactions are
influenced by our beliefs, upbringing, life
experiences, culture, faith and so forth.
But they are also influenced by our triggers and we ALL
have triggers. The trick is for our triggers not to run our
show.
So, what exactly are triggers?
Your triggers are always intertwined with your specific
insecurities – usually centred around your beliefs about
your self-worth, your issues with how loveable you
are, heightened sensitivity to feelings of being flawed,
humiliated, respected etc etc.
When someone steps on your insecurities, you react.
The reality is, we should never trust our triggers as
a guide for how to react to a person or situation.
Inevitably, we will mishandle the situation.
This is where the power of the pause comes into your life.

Own and take responsibility, how you
communicate when triggered. You
will communicate your triggers either
aggressively or passive aggressively.
There are three concise steps, you will need to focus on
and become committed to master each step.

Step 1. Recognize your triggers
You will feel your triggers as a bodily sensation before
your mind registers you are triggered. For example, you
will feel a tightening of your stomach, sweaty hands,
tight jawline and so forth.
Be honest with your go-to behaviours when triggered.
Drop the good/bad or judgement over and simply

Hand over your responses to the man
who triggers them and you have
already lost the battle for self. Look
beyond and find yourself there
- Morgan K Morgan
own that communicating via a trigger will result
in mishandling the situation because when you
communicate via your trigger, you will communicate as
though you are in a full trance. It’s as though you feel
no control what to feel or think and your whole focus is
to defend and cover over the raw unresolved issues of a
bygone era.

Step 2. Take full responsibility for
your behavioural choices.
All behaviours are choices. Just some we have mastered
the ability to navigate with and others have still got
their L-plates on.
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Communication 101
Taking full responsibility for how you communicate
irrespective of the other person or situation is vital to
gain mastery of your triggers. A good driver, for example
is always aware of his or her environment and cares
about his and others safety on the road.
Own and take responsibility, how you communicate
when triggered. You will communicate your triggers
either aggressively or passive aggressively.

Become completely present to you and your
environment and really take notice of the moment.
This is how you disrupt your own psyche from the
addiction to past behaviours. The human psyche does
not like being disrupted and our unconscious mind will
encourage us to rebel, so as to avoid the discomfort and/
or perceived fear that you feel. Your unconscious mind is
to protect you from such feelings and the unconscious
mind is indiscriminate.
Discomfort and perceived fear is also the first sign of
growth.
When you choose to say or do something it will be
with the choice of being constructive and this will
require commitment on your part. Because it is easy to
be destructive and it is easy to say whatever pops into
your head, but contributing constructively to better
understanding of what you are feeling at that very
moment is a skill that requires practise.

Aggressive behaviours include being defensive, have
angry outbursts and even resorting to violence.
Passive aggressive behaviours include overeating,
withdrawal and procrastinating.

You can do this. Many many people have been learning
the power of the pause and constructive communication
for thousands of years.

You’ve got this :)

Situations to look out for as opportunities to pause
include; when emotions are high irrespective of who
is emotionally charged, when you sense you are
disconnected to your feelings, when feeling frustrated,
when you need to become fully present to others verbal
contributions and feedback.

Step 3. Commit to change
So you now know when you are triggered. You are
going to have to re-earn trusting yourself when feeling
triggered. It will be like the first time you sat behind the
wheel.
Now Pause.
Stop whatever you are doing.
Do nothing else but stop.
Do not talk. Embrace the silence. The do nothing IS the
challenge right now.

Hashtag Oz will feature monthly articles,
supporting you to gain awareness, strategies
and knowledge so that you train and practise the
communication muscle.
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Life is a
gift
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ANNOUNCEMENT
Hashtag Oz is a magazine that promotes and
publishes The Voices Of Youth, your voices.
Do you have art work that is amazing?
Are you a photographer?
or do you write stories? Poetry?
We want to publish your work.
Are you a gifted musician? Singer?
Songwriter?
Are you in a band?
Do you dance?
Do you have a YouTube channel, website?
Would you like to be interviewed for our next
issue?

Contact us today.

And start creating your life

NOW!
www.hashtagoz.com.au
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Life Skills

HOW TO BECOME EMOTIONALLY RESILIENT
Cheryl Little

Every month, Hashtag
Oz will endevour to give
you better life skills and
answer Question From
Readers.
The goal is to build
confidence in you being
able to take on the world!

stretched their legs, right? Take
care of your body and it will take
care of your emotions. Also,
if you’re ever in a physically
dangerous situation you’ll be
better prepared to protect
yourself.

Photo by Mwangi Gatheca on Upsplash

H

ave you ever wondered
why some people seem
to be able to bounce back
even when things go wrong?
It’s not because they don’t have
feelings or are tougher than
anyone else, it’s because they’ve
learned resilience.

What? “Learned”
resilience?
Resilience is not a magical quality
of inner strength some heroic
people are just born with, it’s
made up of life skills anyone can
learn and put into practice.
Read on for our top ten daily habits
that will help you build resilience.

Healthy Body/Healthy
Brain
I know, I know, eat right and
exercise. Yes. Your brain needs
food, water, and sleep to work
well and keep you in control.
Imagine being on a long road
trip. After a few hours everyone in
the car gets cranky when they’re
hungry, thirsty, tired and haven’t

Resilience is not a
magical quality of
inner strength some
heroic people are
just born with.

Positive Self-Talk
Pay attention to what you say
to yourself in the mirror. Show
yourself respect and be kind
to yourself. Give yourself credit
when you do things right. Never
say anything to yourself you
wouldn’t let someone say to your
bestie.

Good Friends
Choose friends who really care
about you. If they don’t have your
best interests in mind and are
never there for you, they’re not
good friends. Supportive doesn’t
mean always agreeing with your
opinion, though. Everyone needs
to have friends that are honest
enough to tell them when they’re
wrong or that those jeans really
do make their butt look big.
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You should be able to ask your
friends for help and be there for
them in return.

Develop Empathy
Helping others is one of the best
ways to get your mind off your
own problems.
Don’t Take Things Too Personally.
Most times, other people don’t
mean any harm, and might
not even be thinking of you
when they act or look grumpy.
Everyone has off days, so learn
to give and receive apologies
or just let it go. Keep things in
perspective.

Take Time Out

Ask For Help

Do something that makes
you feel better but is not selfdestructive. Journaling, art, or
playing music can be a big help
to work things through. Work
off your adrenaline by running,
swimming, biking or a hike. Some
people have a comfort box of
mementos, pictures, movies or a
playlist that makes them happy.

Not all burdens can be carried
alone, and talking things out with
a mature friend, your parents, or
a counselor may give you a fresh
perspective. There are also crisis
tip lines available 24/7. Don’t
isolate yourself. Things always
seem worse when you feel alone
and as if no one understands.

Respect Your
Limitations

You now have some of the basic
tools of successfully dealing with
the ups and downs of life and
coming out of the other side
stronger.

Don’t fall for feeling overly
responsible when bad things
happen that are out of your
control.

What about you? What are
some of the things that have
helped you cope with your
hard times?

Show Gratitude
Feel grateful for good things
rather than feeling entitled to
them.

Be a Realistic Optimist
Have a hopeful view of the future
but be realistic. Expect good
things, but plan for what can go
wrong.

Follow Cheryl Little on :
www.adultlikeaboss.com
Instagram @adultlikeaboss
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Photo by Annabella Burdon
Follow Annabella on
www.instagram.com/annabelleburdon
www.annabelleburdonphotography.com
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Question
LIFE
SKILLS 101
So you fear making
mistakes?
Let’s first of all define fear.
Fear is an unpleasant emotion
triggered by feelings of danger,
pain or harm.
Real fear is when we ARE faced
with danger, ARE in pain or ARE
being harmed. Recongising REAL
fear is needed for human survival.

from Readers
Aramys Russo

How Do I Overcome
The Fear Of Making
Mistakes
In this article, we are only going
to focus on perceived fear, not
real fear.
What is perceived fear?
It is not real, it is irrational, it
assumes the worst and to avoid
this feeling of, the perceived
fear of making mistakes, you
will employ over compensatory
behaviours by:
minimizing risk/do nothing,
avoid being challenged,
procrastinate and feeling
generally disempowered or
overthinking, renumerating,
redrafting/replaying an excessive
amount of times and being
indecisive.
The reality is, you, like all of
us, grow through mistakes but
you believe you should learn
without making mistakes and
that when you make mistakes,
you feel shame and guilt which
compromises further your selfesteem and self-confidence.

Adopt the A.C.T attitude

A – Action

Identify your goal and where you
are at and where you want to be.
The gap in between represents
the feedback and your learning.
Own all of the feedback and all
the learning.
What have you learned about
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your values? your strengths? your
weaknesses?
What skill do you need to pick
up or improve to reach your goal
and where you want to be?
How will you acquire this skill?
Via reading books? Searching the
internet? Taking a course?
Who is in your corner to support
you?

C – Changes
Identify the behaviours and
choices that you use but are not
working for you.
Choose three alternative
behaviours/ choices that you will

Don’t make
the mistake
of being
afraid
to make
mistakes

behaviour/choice option.
Note feedback and continue in
same manner as before.

T – Time
How will you know when you
have reached your goal?
Commit to a specific time to
reach your goal? Make it tangible
and realistic.
Overcoming fear by adopting a
constructive attitude of A.C.T and
thus understanding that mistakes
are opportunities for selfimprovement, acquiring skills,
experience and building hardearned confidence is the attitude
that will serve your journey well.
Be committed to your journey
and everytime you make a
mistake, remind
yourself you are
learning.
You’ve got this.
Focus on your
growing :-)

John Maxwell

experiment with to fill the gap.
Note feedback with each
alternative behaviour.
Is it getting you closer to your
goal? Or further from your goal?
If it’s getting you closer, keep the
behaviour/choice and continue.
If it’s getting you further from
your goal, discard the behaviour/
choice and try on your next
Many of our readers have requested a section where we answer
your questions.
Question From Readers is dedicated to YOU.
Please send your questions to

QFR@hashtagoz.com
We will try our best to research and reply to your questions.
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recognizes
the outstanding support of Beyond Blue and
the Butterfly Foundation in supporting and
promoting mental health in Australia.
If your orgnization supports and promotes
mental health, contact us now at:
admin@hashtagoz.com.au
To find out how your organization’s contact
details can be published with each issue of
Hashtag Oz.

Because you are never alone
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